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From the Vicar & Vicaress
Greetings Lyondemere.
We are Conchobhar (Connor) and Seraphina. We have been asked by the Crown to serve as Vicar and
Vicaress of Lyondemere. We would like to briefly explain what this means.
In this case, the Vicar and Vicaress are the Crown’s territorial representatives. We will serve in much the
same manner as a territorial Baron or Baroness would but without the title of Baron and Baroness of Lyondemere.
We will continue to serve in this Office until the investiture of Pierre and Avicia as the rightful Baron and Baroness
at Lyondemere Anniversary on July 8th.
If you have any questions, concerns, advice or just want to say hi, we can be reached at
vicar@lyondemere.org for Conchobhar or vicaress@lyondemere.org for Seraphina.
Congratulations to Pierre and Avicia on having been chosen by the Crown to be Lord and Lady Lyondemere.
We look forward to working closely with them and to assist them with their transition to being Baron and Baroness
of Lyondemere.
We also wish to thank ALL of the candidates for their willingness to participate in this process. It’s not easy
to put yourself out there like that. It’s admirable and shows great character.
Thank you as well to the populace for your polling input which allowed the Crown to make an informed
decision.
Seraphina and I hope your holiday season was filled with the joys and happiness of good friends and family.
12th Night/Coronation was a memorable event. We said goodbye to Oz and Marissa and hello to our new
Majesties, Bridget and Agrippa, as they rode Their chariot into the colosseum to the cheers of the populace and were
Crowned King and Queen of Caid.
Her Excellency, Fausta relinquished her Office as Baroness of Lyondemere and was made a Baroness of the Court by
Their Majesties. We wish to thank Fausta for her years of service to Lyondemere and wish her good health and
happiness for the future.
Queen’s Champion was delayed due to rain and dangerous field conditions and was later held at Angel’s Melee
(Armored and Rapier) and Lyondemere’s Arts & Archery Competition (Archery and Thrown Weapons).
Angeles Melee/Queen’s Champion Tournament was a fun filled day with exciting competitions and
extraordinary displays of chivalry & honor.
Festival of the Rose was filled with amazing arts displays. The final round of the competition to be the 12th Bard
of Caid was held and there were some great dance and musical performances. Sir Alexander did a wonderful and
hilarious roast of His Majesty.
Lyondemere’s Arts and Archery where the Barony also hosted Queen’s Champion Archery and Thrown
Weapons. It was a blustery day but things managed to stay up, more or less, and fun was had by all. Thank you to
Beathog and Domhnall for the outstanding lunch. The salmon sausage was particularly tasty.
Gyldenholt/Calafia Friendship Tournament was where everyone got their Viking On. The Norse themed
event was a blast. Special kudos to THL Meala Caimbeul who was the victor in the Rapier competition doing her part
to help Team Kaupang (Lyondemere and Angels) win the Tournament Team Challenge.
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Pentathlon/ Arts Faire was a camping event with plenty to do and see. The Arts and Sciences competition was
judged on Saturday with the winner, Paul fitz Denis, being announced on Sunday. Congratulation to Paul and to all
who participated. Also on Sunday the public was allowed to view all of the wonderful arts and sciences displays. Her
Grace, Cassendre’s Venetian Glass Bead entry definitely got my attention. Lots of very cool art is happening in Caid.
Robin Hood Archery Tournament was held at Woodley Park and Lyondemere was well represented. It was
very well attended considering this event was up against the West Coast Culinary Symposium, hosted by
Lyondemere and Stewarded by our very own Magistra Claudia Prima.
Thank you to all those who hung out in the Baronial shade. We have had wonderful conversations, heard
harmonious melodies and shared some tasty treats. Spending time with our friends is part of what makes “The
Dream” so special.
In Service to the Dream,
Baron Conchobhar mac Cionaoith, OP – Vicar of Lyondemere
Lady Seraphina Arlette – Vicaress of Lyondemere

From the Reeve & Reevess
Greetings until the Populace of Lyondemere!
Lady Lyondemere and I are looking forward to our progress over the next two months leading up
to Lyondemere Anniversary and investiture! The weekend of May 6th we’ll be attending Crown Tourney
and Darach Anniversary in Isles. We’ll be camping from Friday night, leaving on Sunday at the Live Oak
Campground out of Santa Barbara. We’re planning on having some bardic Saturday night, as well as
finding out who the next Heirs of Caid will be!
After Crown, we’ll be headed north, along with the Vicars, to Altavia on May 13th to celebrate
their Anniversary.
The main event of May will be Potrero War, in Calafia over Memorial Day weekend. The Vicars
and we both plan to arrive on site by about noon on Friday. More announcements will be made in the
Facebook group, as we finalize meal plans. At this point we have discussed, depending on the number of
people camping, having the baronial kitchen setup available for general use, with some shared potluck
dinners.
In June we will attend Collegium in Gyldenholt, which is the same weekend as the Big Irish Fair
demo in Long Beach this year. For those who do not plan to attend Collegium, we hope some of you
might come out and participate in fighting and art displays at the demo, as well as enjoying the beautiful
campsite next to the lake. Avicia will be attending both as scheduling permits and coordinating names for
those who are willing to attend one or both days.
After that, we’re both looking forward to the excitement of Lyondemere Anniversary! We hope to
see you all there!
Avicia, Lady Lyondemere
Pierre, Lord Lyondemere
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Upcoming Events of Note
Event Name (Barony/Area)
Friday, May 5 – Sunday, May 7: Crown Tournament (Shire of the Isles)
Sunday, May 7: Darach Anniversary/Altavia Equestiran Championship (Darach)
Sunday, May 7: Privy Council
Saturday, May 13: Altavia Anniversary (Altavia)
Thursday, May 25 – Monday, May 29: Potrero War (Califia)
Saturday, June 10 – Sunday, June 11: Collegium (Gyldenholt)
Saturday, June 24: Gyldenholt Anniversary (Gyldenholt)
Saturday, July 8: Lyondemere Anniversary (Lyondemere)
Saturday, July 15: Coronation (Gyldenholt)
Sunday, July 16: Queen's Champion (Gyldenholt)
Saturday, July 22: Queen's Champion Archery/Thrown Weapons (Naevehjem)
Check out our website, www.lyondemere.org for more information!

Announcment: Lyondemere anniversary
Phoenix Festival, celebrating rebirth and renewal.
Saturday July 8th
Veterans’ Memorial Park, Culver City
4117 Overland Avenue, Culver City, 90230.
Site Fee: $13.00, Member Discount Registration; $8.00.
Family Registration Cap $35, w/ Member Discount; $20.
Youth under the age of 5 are guests of the Barony.
Join the Barony of Lyondemere as we invest our new Baron and Baroness, Pierre de Dieppe and Avicia de Na Baiona
and celebrate all manner of rebirth and renewal with the following activities:
•

Martial Combat

There will be lists in Armored and Rapier combat to determine the baronial champions. Specific format will be
decided on the number of entrants. A Champion is the Baronial representative to the martial community, prospective
champions should be prepared to answer questions, respond to challenges, and likewise represent their martial art to
the Baron and Baroness. Lyondemere champions are given an honorary position on the Baronial retinue and their
Lyondemere gate fees are covered for the length of their service. Please consider these responsibilities and privileges
when making your decision to enter this list, especially if you are already the champion of another barony.
•

Renewed Art & Science display and contest

Many of us re-purpose objects in our projects; curtains and tablecloths become garb, yarn from a sweater is woven
into a belt, an old necklace provides just the right beads, damaged cups or silverware is melted down to the casting
pot, etc. Show us your recycled project and enter it in the contest where we will award a People’s Prize, Baron &
Baroness’ Prize and a Laurels’ Prize. Entries should have documentation describing what was re-used; historic and
process documentation is not required.
•

Feasting Progress

Shortly after court Their Excellencies Pierre and Avicia invite one and all to join them for lunch. Meats, breads, and
cheeses (many crafted by members of the barony) will be offered buffet style so our new Baron and Baroness can
greet everyone.
•

Re-Home your Relics Fundraiser
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Lyondemere Anniversary wouldn’t be complete without our “Basket Drawing” fundraiser. This time we are offering
forgotten, unused and otherwise unloved but serviceable objects from our own collections that they might find a new
home, and new life. And it’s your opportunity to offer a usable, SCA-appropriate object for this endeavor. A donation
will garner one ticket for the drawing that can otherwise be bought for $1 and 6/$5.
We are grateful for your participation in our annual fundraiser.
•

Lyondemere after dark

Enjoy the warm evening as we keep the park lighted enough to enjoy a sunset court, al-fresco feast (details to come)
and a bardic circle hosted by the LyonBard. All bards, and enthusiastic audience members are welcome to stay
through the evening and enjoy the pleasant weather, joyful music, and one another’s company.
Site Details
Parking is available in designated lots and on the PARK SIDE of the street only. (There is a round about for
unloading)
Only Service Animals are allowed in the park.
This is a DRY Site.
There is NO SMOKING in the park.
More details will be added as they become available.

Baronial Council Minutes
January 9, 2017
Attendees:
Start time: 7:31pm
Opening Comments:
Reevess – Welcome! It was nice to see you at Coronation!
Reeve – No voice. :( Hi!
Vicar / Conchobhar – Congrats to Pierre and Avicia on being selected by the Crown. Kudos to those who put
themselves out there for participating. If there are awards recommendation for Arts & Archery, we will give out the
awards for that.
Vicaress / Seraphina – We do not sit on the throwns, we do not wear the crowns, we just do the job without the
other things.
Seneschal / Claudia – Welcome! As Seneschal, I have an open-door policy. Please e-mail me at
Seneschal@lyondemere.org. Anything we discuss is completely confidential.

Officer Reports
Arts and Sciences / Avicia – We have an A&S Class on Norse Apron Dress Magistra Claudia will facilitate. The
friendship tourney is viking-themed; partnering with Angels. It will be at the home of Avicia. FB event already created for it; PM Avicia for address. If there are any ideas for classes or who wants to teach a class, contact Avicia.
Looking for a new A&S person.

Conchobhar mentioned having a Largesse-making A&S session an hour before the meeting to increase the Barony's
gift-giving.
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Chatelaine / Etiennette – (see e-mail)
Children / Arwen –
Chronicler / Sechen – Send articles! Tydes is up on the Tydes YahooGroup, FB Group, and website! Next date is
May 1, 2017. Please send articles no later than April 25, 2017.
Constable / Geoffrey –
Exchequer / Borgunna – Currently have $11,375.57. Still owe Kingdom a small percentage for FotR. Need to send
a check for insurance for Arts & Archery ($50). Make check to Claudia and she will use credit card to pay and send
receipt immediately.

Herald / Elaine – One submission going through Kingdom. Next College of Heralds is Sunday, January 22, 2017.
Submit to your local Herald today!

Lists / Anabel – Nothing to report.
Marshal (Armored Combat)/ Fearghus – New! Underwater Heavy Combat! Not much attendance from
holidays. Weather has been keeping people away. Queen's Champion was moved to this coming weekend. We'll see
how weather goes. Please come help set up.
Marshal (Rapier Combat)/ Winifred – Everything's fine. We've been meeting, but weather has been keeping
people from fighting. If consorts are unable to be in attendance, will fighters still be able to fight for them? Meala
will follow up and post about it. Discussion of Quarterly or (otherwise) mock tournament, similar to Gyldenholt.
Hoping for Baronial presence. Figuring out the details.
Marshal (Archery) / Robin – Winfred (in Robin's place) Practices continue to be well attended, even though
there's been a lot of weather issues and holiday issues. Visitors have shown up showing a great deal of interest. We
did very well in IKAC this year. There's a paperwork issue with Winfred keeps him from officially taking over as
marshal. Lyondemere has substantially brought up the level of archery in the Kingdom.
Sexton / Conchobhar – We have things! Brought some of them to Coronation; brought them all back. Still in
storage unit. Still looking for new location for the trailer, since it's a dangerous location.
Webwright / Kythera – Go to the website. If you find something incorrect, please e-mail either the Seneschal or
the Webwright know.
Guild Reports
Bardic –
Brewing Guild / Geoffrey –
Lyondemere Cooking Guild / Eva – Congrats to all the new leaders. November's meeting went well. It was lead
by Grace Bywater. December's annual party went well; thanks to Geoffery for hosting. Due to personal issues and
father's health, no January meeting. Will post for next month.
Old Business / Upcoming Events

•

Arts & Archery – February 12, 2017 – Hosting QC thrown weapons & archery at Lyondemere Arts & Archery.
Need planning meeting. This is an unusual event, possibly being larger than anticipated. Expecting at least 44
archers, hoping to draw the populace to participate in the arts. Asking Kingdom Lists Officer for assistance is
a good idea. Nico will run Thrown Weapons. Received inquiries about cooking and vendors. Woodley Park
Archers contact non-responsive, as yet. Robin's final act as Captain of Archers, he'd like to get another
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children's bow, left handed, for full loaner gear for adults and children. Cost is anywhere from $60 to $90.
Will purchase and present bill. Help setting up targets; set up pop ups; run back and forth, and marshalling.
Winfred will assist in Marshalling event; would like one more. Planning meeting, tentatively Tuesday,
January 17, 2017. Location TBD. Watch the yahoogroup and FB group.

•

West Coast Culinary Sympsoium 2017 – Lyondemere sponsoring, even though it's in Dreibergan. Everything
is on the website: westcoastculinarysymposium.com Registration is up on reg page; class schedule, so far, will
be listed tomorrow (currently 24 classes). April 22-23, 2017 is the weekend for the event.

•
•

Robin Hood Archery same weekend as the Symposium

•
•

Cast Iron Chef – New date? Conflicts with WCCS. Possibly skipping a year? Will keep informed.

•

Pentathalon Team – Is there any interest in leading it. Entry deadline is January 15. Avicia will help
coordinate team, if interest. Will put something on FB and YahooGroup.

Lyondemre Anniversary – July 8, 2017 – We need stewards! NOTHING IS DONE! HELP! Meala will look for
a site; might be interested. Fearghus will be stepping down as Captain of the Guard at Anniversary. Need new
CoG. Ideally, training begins in April. Will stay on as Guardsman. Does not need to be from armored
community; can be rapier, thrown weapons, unarmored, archery, or armored.
Next Scribal Day – Baronial Scriptorum is January 19 at Aliskye's house in Culvar City. Next Kingdom
Scriptorum is considering going to quarterly. Great scroll presentation at Coronation; will be scroll
presentation at FotR, deadline February 28 (Gyldenholt Unbeldted)

New Business

•

Bids for 2018 Events – Mistress Finella has volunteered to steward 40 th Anniversary for Lyondemere.
Coronation/12th Night & FotR will be the same weekend. What about possibility to coordinate
Coronation/12th Night. Claudia will contact local baronies regarding coordination.

•

Friendship Tourney – Gyldenholt/Califia Friendship Tournament – Lyondemere to coordinate and make a
good presence there. March 4, 2017. Partnering with Angels for the events.

•

Protrero – May 27-28 – Any interest in going?

Next Meeting
Next Baronial Council:
February 13, 2017
End: 8:39pm

Baronial Council Minutes for March 13, 2017
Minutes – Council Meeting – March 13, 2017
Members : Pierre, Avicia, Claudia, Conchobhar, Serefina, Betsy, Baroness Eva, Sechen, Eliane, Gareth, Meala,
Cassandre, Anabel, Grace, Emma, Fedelm, Ruan, Bubba, Miguel, Borgunna
Arts & Sciences – Avicia – Class.
Chatelaine – Etienette
Chronicler – Not here yet, will get to her when she arrives. Send me articles. Please get them to me asap. Currently
working on a Lit Review, so please send soon.
Constable – Geoffrey Brewer – Not here
Exvchequer – Borgunna – About $11,000 more or less. $2000 check for Festival of the Rose has not been cashed.
Who gave the check? Last was Patraic said that they had the check. That's the last word. This fact was brought up last
month. Avicia mentioned to Ladyship Angharat. Claudia wants to follow up and check into it and we'll see what's
going on there.
Herald – Eliane – We got a request in from the Kingdom Herald of Locach? (Australia) They'd like to register the
“Quarrel Herald” and asking asking for permission to conflict with “Coral Herald”. Unlikely that we'll ever run into.
Some populace are opposed to it as they will sound the same. No other comments. Claudia asks for options. Should
we ask them if they have other options. If they're settled on it, we'll discuss it again. College of Heralds meeting is on
April 9th.
Lists – Anabel – Nothing to report.
Marshal – Armored Combat- No Fearghus. Gareth said it's been raining a lot.
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Marshal – Rapier Combat – Winifred. Said she'd send a report.
Marshal – Archery – Bubba – Took over the position. Robin is now out of town for however knows how long. El
Dorado Park going back to schedule of 1-5pm. How many people are coming? We've had between 10 and 20. Despite
the rain. Been happening Rain or Shine.
Sexton – Conchobhar – We have stuff back in storage. We did notice when the trailer was pulled to Friendship
tourney that someone has hit the trailer again. Has asked for the first available space that was not on the end.
Everything is in their respective places. We have our stuff. The storage unit is now full with big vehicles pulling
around us at all times.
Webwright – Kythera – Not here, but webpage has been updated with the Heirs picture, as well as the Heirs and
Vicar's progress until Anniversary.
Guilds
Bardic. The Long Beach Petroleum Club – Will have Poxy Boggards and Merry Wives of Windsor.
Brewing – Not here. No reports.
Lyondemere Cooking Guild – Eva. Had a meeting. Will be submitting a recipe for the Tydes. Tentatively
scheduled for April 9th. Potluck, and the theme will be out very soon.
Scribal – Emma. The scriptorum will be on the 30th of this month so that scribes who want to go to the class can
make it.
Old Business
• West Coast Culinary Symposium 2017. April 21st-April 23rd.
• Anniversary – Meala – Working with Veterans Park, trying to get Alondra because the multipurpose room is
better. Filled out forms at Veteran's Park, but trying to get the one in Alondra (Lawndale) because the price
is better with a multipurpose room. Planning on having a potluck for the people. Can Archers still do
something? Yes, plenty of opportunities, such as breakfast though Brewers may be doing snowcones per
previous years. Planning meeting? April or May.
• Cast Iron Chef – August 6th? It's better on a Sunday as competitors have an easier time to prep on Sunday.
It'll be open to everybody, and Baroness Eva will not be competing. More information as it comes soon.
• Lyondemere/Gyldenholt Yule – Need a Stewart. If anyone is thinking of running the event, will take any and
all bids. Second Saturday in December, December 9th. Possibility may be still at the Masons if we still have
contacts there.
•

•
•

Potrero – How many people will be going? Will be asking for land near the Battlefield and close to Rapier and
Archery. Planning on going out Friday. Could make it out on Thursday, but doubt it. Conchobhar to put it
on the list. Possible for a Dinner meal plan. Yes, we have an encampement registered.
Pentathalon is in 2 weeks – Conchobar will be camping, going out on Friday, leaving Sunday. Some are
judging and some are entering. Camping is first come, first served. Will set up in the shades if possible. Will
have some dragon wings as well as some pavilions. Archery and rapier going on so people won't be bored.
Should be fun. Schmit Park out at Victorville. Claudia – It's fun to camp. Conchobhar – Sunday is the day to
get to look at the displays. We only do this event every two years, so come out and see what people have
made.

•
•

Black Oak Lodge – Combining Arts & Archery with the event. Many benefits. Will discuss.
Collection hat. We pass it around every meeting, it goes to pay the fee for using the room. $10. At coronation
we gift their majesties with a gift card.

•

Irish Fair Demo – Father's Day (June 18th) weekend. Will be doing it this year. Their majesties might not be
there, but members of their household will be. It's been fun the past few years. Would like to see if someone
would be willing to coordinate it, if interested. Vikings? Try to set up with our fields between us, and have
fighting forms. Posted schedule for the fighting, and what not. Yes. If coordinating with Corvus, and last
year they didn't know anything. Yes, we'll be putting out notices on line for people who aren't here, and in
the past we've needed to get people's names to make sure that they get comped.

•

Conchboar? At the event someone left a white plate. Plate has been called for.
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Baronial Council Minutes for April 10, 2017
Meeting started at 7:33pm
Pierre – Court Guard will be getting underway soon. Nominations open!
Avicia – Thanks for coming out!
Conner – Nothing to add
Seraphina – Nothing to add
Arts & Sciences (Avicia) – Thanks for people coming out to the Villa for the Ancient Game of Ur! Looking to
organize more trips. Has found a Deputy – Mistress Mary Terran! Yay! Transition is upcoming and will happen at
Anniversary. No classes scheduled for April, but something in mind.
Chatelaine (Etiennette) – Tournney season is warming up. Will be at fighter practice this Wednesday; made
announcement on newcomer’s list. Will continue to make announcements for guild events, council, and fighter
practices. Has been helping with transplants by introducing people to Marshalls, etc. New Oldcomer – Atiel!
Children (Arwen) – N/A
Chronicler (Sechen) – Articles by 25th!!
Constable (Geoffrey) – N/A
Exchequer (Borgunna) - $12781.88 ($656 check outstanding) Anghart to check? It’s been 8 months. Claudia will
follow up with Anghart and/or the Lodge. Don’t spend too much money!!
Herald (Eliane) – Conflicts were resolved. Not sure what this is talking about, so please fix this, Claudia. ^_^
Herald’s meeting next month. Submit to your Herald today!
Lists (Anabel) – No activity
Marshal, Heavies (Fearghus) – People fight sometimes. Rain happens. Fighting happens. When practice happens,
it goes well. Last week 0, week before 4 people. This week looks to be robust! Crown is coming up.
Marshal, Rapier (Winifred) – N/A
Marshal, Archery – (no Bubba) Removed tractor from Rancho Park side of archery field! Informal even in Santa
Anna on Sunday. Winners of Baron’s Hunt: First Rebecca of Lyondemere, and second place Miguel de Granada (aka
Mr. Borgunna).
Greetings:
The Barony of Lyondemere was honored & pleased to host their Majesties Agrippa & Bridget for Queen’s Champion
Archery & Thrown Weapons. Here are results of our Baronial Tournament, Arts & Archery in February:
DRAGON HUNT
YOUTH -- Joaquin of Lyondemere
NOVICE -- Monique Marie Samiere, 2nd-Kristine Petterman
BOWMAN--Ronald of Gyldenholt, 2nd-John Fetterson of the Misty Hills, 3rd, Muriel O'Dooley
YEOWMAN--Alastair Buchanan, 2nd-Darius da Carrara, 3rd-Delphi
FORESTER--Miguel de Granada, 2nd-Thomas Skeet, 3rd-Arcuarius
BOWMASTER--Robert Lanternsmith, 2nd-Diana of Lyondemere
ROYAL BOWMASTER--Paganus Grimlove
PERIOD--Paganus Grimlove
LYONDEMERE CHAMPIONSHIP
1st--Thomas Skeet
2nd--Alastair Buchanan
3rd--Miguel de Granada
Further Archery Congratulations:
QUEEN’S ARCHERY CHAMPIONS:
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YOUTH: Joaquin of Lyondemere
ADULT: Miguel de Granada
COURT HONORS:
AoA: Miguel de Granada
ARGENT ARROW: Lachlan Cromarty
CHIRON: Diana of Lyondemere.
Further CONGRATULATIONS to all Thrown Weapons & Arts participants & winners.
My THANKS:
MISTRESS OF THE LISTS: Cassandre, who stepped in for the ill Anabel;
TARGETS:
Artwork: Robert Lanternsmith,
Printing: Diana,
Coordination: Miguel.
MEDALS: Jon Thomme de Claydon.
Further THANKS: Marshalling help from Baron & Baroness, Cristof & Cecilia; Bubba of Wolfhou; and especially
Winfred of Heatherwyne, who declined to shoot so he could help all day with running the line!
MORE THANKS: This event could have been very difficult without close coordination between myself & our Minister
of Archers, Katherine of Anglesey. It would have been impossible without the stalwart aid of Vicar & Vicaress,
Conchobhar & Seraphina and the organizational skills of my co-steward, Avicia de Na Baiona.
It has been a great honor & pleasure to serve as your Captain of Archers. This puts an end to my official
communications as baronial officer.* Please afford Bubba of Wolfhou the support & consideration he deserves as
your new Captain.
Yours in Service
Captain of Archers*
Barony of Lyondemere
Robin Greenwood of Arden
*Onward!*
Sexton (Conchobhar) – We have stuff! Some banners went to claim Catalina. That totally happened.
Webright (Kythera) – N/A.
Guilds
Bardic – Potential Bardic Beach Night
Brewing – N/A
Cooking – April 30, there will be a meeting. Watch the list for more information
Scribal (Emma) – Scriptorium on April 20. Aliskye wants to know if there is any interest in specific classes. Avicia
will talk to!!
OLD BUSINESS
West Coast Culinary Symposium 2017 – In a week and a half. Making a little money; small profit. Classes all day
Saturday; Mistress Heloise from Midrealm will be talking about her translation; Mortal Peril will happen Saturday
night. Symposium will be in Caid in 2020
Anniversary – July 8; Meala going to Veteran’s Park. Hopefully, a feast afterwards! Extra paperwork, but still easiest
park to work with. Would like records from previous years. Large event, need everyone to help. Planning meetings
starting next month.
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Cast Iron Chef – August 6; Still looking for a site; Rancho might be possibility. Eva will connect with Robin to see if
we can move on that as quickly as possible. Contested lands? Possibly! Fencing and archery possible! Not Combat of
Champions; just whomever wishes to compete.
Yule 2017 – Two bids. Discussing bids and weighing options. Bids are still open. Discussing and will decide by next
month.
NEW BUSINESS
Robin Hood Tourney – April 23 – (Same weekend as Symposium). Conchobhar will have dragonwing up for those
who need a spot.
Crown Tourney – May 5-7 – Camping Event! Conchobhar and Seraphina will be camping. Let them know if you want
to join the camping extravaganza! Two events, one site! Letters of Intent for fighting in by April 22, 11:59pm.
Potrero War – May 25-29 – Currently 10 people camping with Conchobhar and Seraphina. Bringing Baronial
Pavilion. Potluck for Saturday night; everyone invited. Will put things up online for it. Planning on going up Friday;
coming back Sunday. Deadline for money in is May 5.
Irish Faire Demo – June 10-11 (conflicts with Collegium) Avicia has obligations at Collegium and won’t be able to be
at the Demo. Claudia had the idea of switching off on days not at Collegium. Those who are not going to Collegium;
nothing in Kingdom law to prohibit demo against Collegium. Need at least 10 people to go and put on good demo.
Need fighters and commitments. See if Corvus folks are able to come out for fighting demos. Talking about camping
with Viking group to all demo together. Avicia still willing to organize.
Arts & Archery + Black Oak Lodge (Meala) – BOL is in Pacific Palisades. Letter from Mistress Ahbra RE: Event
[Claudia read letter]. The situation requires more discussion. Questions of recouping money, clarification on how
archers pay and what they pay. February 24 is our target date for A&A; BLO is looking at February 3. Cast Iron Chef
is in April, which is the other time frame for BLO. Pierre suggested pushing Lyondemere to go to event without
combining. Claudia will follow up and come back with more info on pricing, split, etc. Will discuss at next Council
meeting, but need to make decision at next meeting.
Black Rose Ball – Year planning event. Need a dance master, must find musicians, secure a hall, etc. Looking at 2019
for event. Non-camping event, dressed to the teeth, party on! Garb Contests. Have money in coffers for specific event.
Meala knows three different dance masters and two different dance bands. Think about holding it in Lyondemere.
Weekly barony dance practice? Atiel is coordinating. Black Rose Ball as Yule in 2019? Would prefer separate event,
but Yule is okay. Atiel would be happy to steward event.
End Time: 8:25pm

Terms & Definitions
You may have noticed some terms being tossed about throughout this newsletter. Terms like “THL” or
“Vicar/Vicaress” or even “Reeve/Reevess.” If you're new, like me, you may be wondering what all these
things mean! Fear not! I have definitions!
THL: This is an abbreviation for “The Honorable Lord/Lady.” On page 8, there is a note regarding
this term. We use SCA names (also called “personas”) throughout this document.
Vicar/Vicaress: In the event that the Baronage resigns before the end of their term, or the Baronage
is otherwise incomplete, the Kingdom of Caid appoints a Vicar and Vicaress to hold the reins of the Barony
in the absence of the Baron and Baroness. In Lyondemere, the Vicar is Master Conchobar mac Cionaoith,
and Lady Seraphina. They are, essentially, the trainers for the...
Reeve/Reevess: These are the rising Baron and Baroness. For Lyondemere, they are THL Pierre de
Dieppe and THL Avicia de Na Baiona. They will take over the Barony at Lyondemere Anniversary in July
2017.
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Invocation
By Robin Greenwood of Arden
In expectant hush the priest ascends
the steps, brandishes the knife
to initiate the ceremony
The dithyramb begins, song of sacrifice
then in the glint of focused light
down comes the sacred blade
and in blood the price of pain is paid.
The ritual fulfilled, call forth the deity!
Bring forth Sweet Will the Honeytongued
Poor Will, Mad Will, All Embracing Will
Will by poseurs now Usurped
and with this sacrifice let Will return to man
to Shake the spear at ignorance.
“Non sanz droict*, still” says he
and echoes through the centuries

About the Author: Robin Greenwood of Arden was kind
enough to submit this poem he wrote to our humble
newsletter. A skilled writer and local thespian, he has also
recently published a book on his search for who
Shakespeare really was, titled Looking for Will.
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Hail, o Queen
Pentathlon Documentation by THL Anghart Goch
Introduction
“Hail, O Queen,” an original composition by Angharat Goch, is a polyphonic duet in the style of the thirteenth
century English partsong “Edi beo thu hevene quene.” It is representative of a form of early English polyphony
characterized by two voices of equal range harmonizing via consecutive sixths and thirds, with frequent voice crossing
(Bukofzer). This form had until recently been referred to as ‘gymel’ by many music scholars, although the term is now
disputed and thought to apply exclusively to a later musical technique from the fifthteenth century (Latham).
The text used in “Hail, O Queen” is original, but was strongly influenced by extant Middle English Marian
lyrics dated to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The meter and rhyme pattern used is modeled after “Edi beo,”
with phrases and terms pulled from that piece and other similar works such as “Heyl, levedy, se-stoerre bryht,” (A
Middle English translation of the Latin prayer “Ave Maris Stella”).
Religious lyrics composed in Middle English would most often have been penned by anonymous members of
the clergy, writing either for their own use or for the laity (Lemon 76), as a form of popular outreach and religious
education akin to preaching (Lemon 83). Franciscans particularly were very active in composing them, and were the
“principal authors of religious lyrics until the Black Death” (Saupe 11). Unlike the more somber and regulated Latin
music composed for liturgical use, the intent for these vernacular songs was to have popular appeal for the common
folk, and so the poetic forms often bear a strong resemblance to corresponding secular forms from the same period.
In the case of “Edi beo,” this meant adopting “the conventions and language of secular love literature”
(Duncan 348) so that the Virgin Mary is romantically addressed by her devoted ‘knight,’ praising her and petitioning
her for mercy and pity (Wood 25). Likewise, “Hail, O Queen” has been written as a Marian devotional song, but in the
style of a courtly love lyric.

Form: the English Gymel
Presumed to derive from the Latin gemellus (twin), the term ‘gymel’ is first recorded in mid 15th C
Continental collections of English music, as well as the late 15th C Eton Choirbook (Latham). There is much
discussion and disagreement within the Early Music community over term and its usage. For example, the Oxford
Dictionary of Music presents three variant definitions all relating to the concept of ‘twinning’:
“1. Style of singing alleged to have been common in parts of Britain as early as the 10th or 11th cents.
Whilst one body of singers took the tune of a song another body would extemporize a part in 3rds beneath
it.
2. Type of comp. found in the 14th and early 15th cents. in which, whilst the main tune, or cantus firmus,
was sung in a lower v., 2 upper vv. sang an acc. in which they moved independently of the other v. but in
3rds with one another.
3. In 16th‐cent. choral music the word gymel on a vocal part means that the singers of that part are here
divided (same as divisi). The restoration of the status quo is then indicated by the word semel.”
In the Oxford Companion to Music, Latham indicates the third definition shown above is the most correct (or
at least the best supported by current scholarship), and that the earlier but “no longer tenable” usage of gymel was
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adopted by modern scholars who mistakenly believed it paralleled the usage of the 15th c theorists who first penned
the term. This earlier definition refers to a distinctly English type of early polyphony found in the 13th and 14th
centuries, characterized by two voices of approximately equal range harmonizing in consecutive thirds and sixths,
with voice crossing (Kennedy).
In An English Medieval and Renaissance Songbook gymels are further described as “a kind of English duo
writing that favors the intervals “third” and “sixth” and creates the illusion of two voices moving in parallel motion
when, in actuality, they always cross each other” (Greenberg 29). It is to this category that the song “Edi beo” belongs,
whether or not gymel is an accurate label for said category. As there is no clear successor term by which to more
properly refer to these English duets, I will continue to describe my composition and those from period belonging to
the same category as ‘gymel’ for the purposes of this paper.
The beginnings of this “special form of the mediaeval polyphony” can be seen in several examples of late 12th
C English conductus, which contain brief passages of voice crossing in thirds (Bukofzer 78). This technique developed
into the more sophisticated duets of the 13th C such as “Foweles in the frith,” “Jesu Christes milde Moder,” and “Edi
beo thu hevene quene,” called “popular conductus” by Bukofzer in “The Gymel, the Earliest Form of English
Polyphony,” due to their vernacular lyrics. While “Foweles in the frith” contains a few passages of the characteristic
thirds and sixths that define our category, “Jesu Christes” and “Edi beo” are what Bukofzer calls “real gymels” in that
they exemplify this tonality throughout, with clear and frequent voice crossing (78).
Lyrics
Medieval English religious lyrics are characterized by a “simple, but sometimes vivid and colloquial’ style,
due to their intended audience being common laypeople. As such, the lyrics might evoke profound sentiments, but
did so without linguistic adornment such as would be found in contemporary literature intended for the nobility
(Lemon 83).
For the structure of “Hail, O Queen” I have adhered to the meter and rhyme scheme of “Edi beo,” in that each
stanza contains eight lines rhyming in an ABABABAB pattern, and each line carries four primary accents with a
flexible number of unaccented (or half accented) syllables. Compare the lyrics of “Hail, O Queen” with the first stanza
“Edi beo” (next page).
Hail, O Queen
pattern

Rhyme

O Lady have mercy on your knight,

Edi beo
/

x

/

/

x

/

x

/

/

x

/

x

/x

/

A

Fairest flower of womankind,
/

x

x

/

/

x

/

B

/

x

x

/

x

/ xx

x

/

x

/

/ xx

A

/

x

x

/ x

B
/

A

As I now wander so weary and blind,
x / x

x

/ x

/

x
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/ x

/

/

x

/

x

/ x

On thee hit is wel eth sene,
x /x

B

/ x

Swich in world non other nis.
/

x

x

Moder unwemmed and maiden clene,
/

/

x

/

Grant to me thy radiant light,
/ x x

x

Folkes froure and engles blis,

That I may some charity find,
/

/

/ x x

/

Guide me now through the dark of night,
/ x

x

Edi beo thu, hevene quene,
/

x

/

Help me to leave darkness behind.

Hail, O Queen, O Sea-Star bright,
/ x

x

/

x

x

/

x

x

/

Of alle wimmen thu havest thet pris;
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x
A

/ x / xx

/

x

/ x

x

Mi swete levedi, her mi bene

B

/

x /

x

/

x

/

And reu of me yif thi wille is

Music
For my original composition “Hail, O Queen,” I have sought to emulate the gymel “Edi beo” as closely as
possible in style, sound and structure. Like “Edi beo,” my gymel is strophic in form, meaning that a single musical
passage is repeated for each stanza of text (Tucker). Both pieces can be divided into two distinct musical phrases,
which are repeated for each stanza in an AABA pattern. I have also set my musical phrases to be of the same length as
those in the original (eight bars for the A phrase and B phrase, respectively), with lyrics using the same meter, and
rhythmic stresses in roughly the same locations.
Additionally, both pieces make use of triple time, which was known in the Middle Ages as ‘perfect time’ due
to the association of the number three with the trinity (Durant 68). Both are written in the fifth (Mixolydian) mode in
the key of B flat, as was immensely popular for secular music of the Medieval period (Bukofzer 80). I made the
decision to end each phrase of my composition with the same cadence used throughout the extant piece, as I found
that no other configuration of notes within this mode conveys the same authentic 13th C sound while retaining voice
crossing, preference for thirds, and the progression of chords found in “Edi beo.” Compare the examples below:

The intervals used to build harmony in “Edi beo thu hevene quene” are a series of unisons, thirds, and fifths,
with passing tones of seconds and a single fourth in the penultimate bar of the B section (where the chord is
anticipated). In “Hail, O Queen,” my harmonies are constructed using the same system of unisons, thirds, fifths and
passing tones, and I have attempted to place these intervals in the same location within my composition as they
appear in “Edi beo” to mirror its chord progression. For the top line (descant), the melody moves exclusively in
stepwise motion (seconds), repeated pitches, thirds and fifths. The bottom line (melody) is composed entirely from
three notes (F, G and A) and so moves only by stepwise motion, repeated pitches, and thirds. I limited myself to these
same parameters in building my melody and descant lines. See the diagrams below for a comparison of the two
pieces, for both the intervals between the two voices and the interval jumps between consecutive notes in each voice:
Edi beo thu hevene quene
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A

B
Hail, O Queen

A

B
Composition: “Hail, O Queen”
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From the desk of the Chronicler
Greetings, Lyondemereans! I am Batu Sechen Tsagaan of the Mongol Horde, and your new Chronicler. I am
making a few changes to the newsletter that, I hope, will improve quality and readability in future issues.
First, my goal is to publish a newsletter for the previous quarter on the first of the subsequent quarter. To
give an example, the SCA's 4th Quarter is February/March/April; therefore the 4th Quarter Tydes will be published on
May 1. This gives you ample time to get together any short articles you would like to share with the populace, event
recaps, etc., for the next issue! I understand it seems there will be a very long gap between issues, and I do apologize
for that. I would like to have a regular schedule for publishing so I can budget my time, especially in the upcoming
months when I will be eyeball deep in my studies!
Second, please, please, please submit articles! They do not need to be very long! In fact, 750 words is
perfectly reasonable! If you don't know what to write, some suggestions are as follows:

•

A period-recipe

•

A how-to for brewing/tailoring/workcraft/etc.

•

A period-inspired poem/sonnet/haiku/short story (which can obviously be longer than 750 words)

•

Documentations for Arts & Sciences submissions (brownie points if they are for winning submissions
:D)

•

Artwork (artwork is always nice! Please contact me if you have questions regarding content)

•

Tips for selecting a persona or device

•

Encouragement for newcomers

There really is not much of a limit on the things you can submit! Please send them to
chronicler@lyondemere.org and, if required, I will send you the releases to use your work! It's that simple!
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Third, if you have questions regarding what it is I do, or would like to assist me, I am actively seeking a
deputy Chronicler! Again, if you are interested, please e-mail me at chronicler@lyondemere.org and we can chat
about what the duties are and how you can help me.
Thank you for making Lyondemere an excellent barony and I hope my service will help to improve your own
knowledges and interests and entice newcomers to join us in this medieval game we play!
For the Horde, and In Service,
Batu Sechen Tsagaan

Email Lists and Groups

Company of Clothiers

Baronial List

Cooking Guild

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Lyondemere

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SCA_Lyondemerecooking

Archery
archers-subscribe@seventharrow.com

Brewers
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Brewers_of_Lyondemere

More Tips: “THLady” and “THLord” stand for “The
Honorable Lady” and “The Honorable Lord.” SCA
names only are used throughout this contact
information.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/clothiers

Demos
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lyondemere_demos/

Newcomers Guild
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SCALyondemereNewcomersGuild

Off-Topic List

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LyonOT

Tydes (Newsletter)
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Tydes

Lyondemere Regnum
(Contact Us)
Vicar: Master Conchobhar MacCionaoith – vicar@lyondemere.org
Vicaress: Lady Seraphina – vicaress@lyondemere.org
Reeve: Pierre de Dieppe, Lord Lyondemere – reeve@lyondemere.org
Reevess: Avicia de Na Baiona, Lady Lyondemere – reevess@lyondemere.org
Chief-Lady-in-Waiting (business for the Baroness): Magistra Claudia Prima – chieflady@lyondemere.org
Seneschal (President): Magistra Claudia Prima – seneschal@lyondemere.org
Arts and Sciences: Lady Avicia de Na Baiona –
artsnscience@lyondemere.org
Captain of Archers: Winefred Archer –
archery@lyondemere.org
Chatelaine (Newcomers): Lady Etiennette Dubord dite
Desmarais – chatelaine@lyondemere.org
Chronicler (Newsletter): Batu Sechen Tsagaan –
chronicler@lyondemere.org
Constable: Lord Geoffrey Brewer –
constable@lyondemere.org
Exchequer (Treasurer): Lady Borgunna Varsdottir –
exchequer@lyondemere.org
Herald, Coral Pursuivant (court business, artistic shield
design, and names): Lady Eliane Duran –
herald@lyondemere.org
Lists: Lady Anabel de Marseilles– lists@lyondemere.org
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Lyon Bard (annual Bardic Champion): Master Cormac
Mor – lyonbard@lyondemere.org
Marshal (Heavy Weapons, Fighters): Lord Fearghus
Cochrane– marshal@lyondemere.org
Minister of Children: Lady Arwen –
childrens@lyondemere.org
Rapier Marshal (Fencing): Lady Winifred Harker –
rapier@lyondemere.org
Captain of Archers: Lord Robin Greenwood of Arden –
archery@lyondemere.org
Sexton (Baronial Possessions): Master Conchobhar mac
Cionaoith – sexton@lyondemere.org
Webwright: THL Ciothruadh Dubh –
webwright@lyondemere.org
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